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Relations between mass and energy with respect to
the Dirac equation
H. Uematsu
Abstract
We derive relations between mass and energy with respect to the Dirac equation, exploiting
the equation which was shown in our previous paper.
1. Introduction
ln this paper we shall deal with the Dirac equation, that is,
3
-aoo-i∑αj芸+Vせ-E(-)せ
&E"
where m is the mass of the particle, E(m) is an eigenvaluc andせis the four-component
wave function.
The 4×4 matrices αk (0 ≦ k ≦ 3) arc Hcrmitian symmetric and satisfy the commutation
relations.
αjαk +αkαj - 26jkI
In our previouspaper([2]) We derived an equation with respect to derivative慧which
we will use to show a few relations between energy E(m) and mass m ofthc Dirac equation.
2. Results
First we consider the following operator H(m) in the Hilbert space (L2(R3))4.
Form>0, weput
3  ∂
H(m)-mα0-i∑α燭+V
.)I-I
where V is the multiplication operator by v(I)I･
Let us state a few assumptions.
(Al) V(I) is a real locally square integrable function.
(A2) V is H(1)-bounded with H(l)-bound smaller than 1.
Here we have used the notions introduced by Kato(ll]), so wegivc these definitions.
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Definition 1.　Let T and A be operators with the same domain space such that
D(T) ⊂ D(A) and
HA,UJII ≦ aHuH +bHTuLl lJJ ∈ D(T)
where a, b are noIIIlegative constants.
Then we say that A is T-bounded. The greatest lower bound of all possible constants
b is called the T-bound of A.
We derived the following equation in our previous paper([2])･
Theorem 1. In addition to the assumptions (Al) and (A2), suppose the following
assllmption.
(A3) V(I) ∈ Cl(R3/to)) and that there exist constants M > 0 and N > 0 such that
LLq(I)L ≦MIv(I)l+N
where
3
g(I,-岩xlg･
Then for any real number α
芸-(せ, αoせ)一塞(o(-,, aj等1)一三(-)
where a is the multiplication operator by g(.7:)I･
Now wc arc going tO Show the followlng reSults･
Theorem 2. In addition to the assumptions (Al), (A2) and (A3), suppose
g(I) ≧ -V(I)･
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
Then the followlng assertions hold.
(i) If there is a positive mo such that E(mo) > 0, then there exists positive c such that
E(m)≦cm/　form≧mo･　　　　　　　　　(6)
(ii) If there is a positive mo such that E(mo) < 0, then
n!liITi E(m)ニー∞･ (7)
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Proof･ Sinceせis an eigenfunction of H(m),
3
-αoせ-i∑αj芸+vo-E(-)せ
.)I-1
whereせ- (せ1,せ2,せ37せ4)･せis normalized, i.e･
･0,0, - kg1/R:, Ok(I,-dx - 1
It follows from (8) tllat
3
-i∑(せ, a.,･芸)-E(-)-(-)--(せ,凸oo)･
)I-1
Sllbstituting (10) into (4), one has
dE
蒜-(1-a)(せ,αoO)･旦E(m)一芸(0, (V･G)0)･EZiZ
Putting α - 1, One sees that
dE
蒜-土E(m)｣(V, (V+a)g)Irn         rn
Introducing a function J(m) -里禁, one gets
憲一E(-)--窓.
13
(8)
(9)
(10)
11日
(12)
(13)
It follows by (5), (12) and (13) that豊吉≦ o･ Noting that E(m) - J(m)m, we get the
conclusions.
Similarly we have the following results.
Theorem 3･ In addition to the assumptions (Al), (A2) and (A3), suppose
g(X･) ≦ -V(I)･
Then the followlng assertions hold.
(i) If there is a positive mo such that E(mo) > 0, then
Jllmu E(m) - cx3･
(14)
(15)
(ii) If there is a positive mo such that E(mo) < O, then there exists positive c such that
E(m)≧一cm form≧mo.　　　　　　　　　(16)
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Remark. Let us show an example of potelltials.
α
V(I)=一碑a>07 d'O
If 1 < d < 2, then v(I) satisfies the assumptions of theorem 2･
If 0 < d < 1, then v(I) satisfies the assumptions of theorem 3･
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